To our knowledge, we report the first Fourier domain modelocked laser (FDML) constructed using optical parameter amplifier (OPA) in conjunction with an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), centered at ~1556nm. We utilized a onepump OPA and a C-band EDFA in a series configuration with a polygon-grating wavelength filter to generate a hybrid FDML spectrum. Results demonstrate a substantially higher output power, better spectral shape and significantly more stable bandwidth than individual configurations. We believe this technique has the potential to enable several amplifiers to complement individual deficiencies resulting in improved spectral shapes and power generation for imaging applications such as optical coherence tomography (OCT).
INTRODUCTION
Recently, swept source (SS) lasers have become a standard laser configuration for sensing applications [1] [2] [3] , with particular interest in the field of biomedical imaging. Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) is an emerging imaging technique that generates cross-sectional images of biological tissue in-vivo with axial resolutions approaching histological standards (~1-10μm). Several types of OCT platforms have been developed for the purpose of improving the signal-to-noise ratio, axial and transverse resolution and increasing the A-scan rate to acquire faster and larger threedimensional image sets. Of particular interest is the technique of SS-OCT, also called optical frequency domain imaging (OFDI), which is an imaging technique that is based on spectral interferometry [4] . A broadband laser source is optically filtered such that the wavelength that interacts with the sample is swept linearly in time. Recently, a new SS technique has been introduced to the field, namely, Fourier domain modelocking (FDML) developed by Huber et al [5] . In theory, it matches the fiber laser ring cavity length with the round trip time of the photons circulating in the cavity such that when one wavelength arrives at the filter, it combines with the same particular wavelength that is being generated. Therefore, different wavelengths can be continuously fed through the gain medium without substantial loss due to the rapidly tuning wavelength filter. Common filters used to sweep the optical wavelengths include piezo-electric driven tunable Fabry-Perot interferometer (TFPI) [5] and polygon-grating filters [6] . Compared with traditional SS, FDML can generate equivalent optical output power at a much lower pump power.
Semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA) have been commonly used to construct FDML SS lasers due to the SOA's compact size and relatively wide bandwidth. However, there are several disadvantages of SOAs when compared with other kinds of optical amplifiers; for example, it has higher noise figure and lower gain compared with erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). Therefore it is sometimes more desirable to use optical amplifiers other than SOA. Previous studies have demonstrated the use of a SOA in FDML configuration in the 1050 nm regime [7] and the possibility of using Raman amplifier as gain medium in the 1550nm regime [8] . However, the results had limited bandwidth and power. Another study demonstrated two SOAs in a parallel configuration [9] , where the bandwidth was increased, however it involved the coupling of the two paths yielding power loss. An additional disadvantage with this setup was that the two paths needed to be of exact equal lengths or the FDML operation would be compromised.
A plausible next step would include aligning two optical amplifiers with distinctive optical characteristics such that their combined advantage would be greater than their individual performance. In this study, two distinctive optical amplifiers, specifically an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) and an EDFA were utilized to construct a hybrid FDML laser. Results demonstrate that their combined performance out-performs their individual configurations resulting in a laser with better spectral bandwidth and shape.
PRINCIPLE AND THEORY
Most studies involving FDML utilize common optical amplifier gain mediums such as the SOA. As a standalone optical amplifier, it is energy efficient and operates with a relatively broad bandwidth of ~100nm. Other competing optical amplifiers such as EDFA and Raman amplifier have a much narrower bandwidth and individually they may not be utilized for FDML configuration. This is the first study to demonstrate a hybrid FDML configuration, which utilizes two distinctly different types of optical amplifiers, as aforementioned, a one-pump OPA and a C-band EDFA, to the best of our knowledge. Fiber OPAs are based on third-order non-linear susceptibility of glass fibers [10] . If one (or two, which depends on the actual configuration) strong pump(s) and a weak signal are fed into a fiber, an idler is generated. Signal and idler can grow together if pump power is high enough, and phase matching condition is satisfied. In other words, when an optical signal at angular frequency ω, co-propagates in a fiber with a strong pump at ω pump , the signal is amplified and another frequency, called the idler is generated at ω idler = 2ω pump -ω signal . The idler contains the same modulation information as the input signal, with an inverted spectrum. The typical gain spectrum of an one-pump OPA shows a dip around the pump wavelength, while the C-band EDFA has an unevenly shaped gain spectrum from 1525nm -1565nm. Therefore it would be advantageous to complement the dip by applying the hybrid FDML technique in the cavity.
The cavity is constructed similarly to a traditional ring cavity laser, but with the addition of a spool of ~6km single-mode fiber (SMF) for FDML operation and a polygon-grating filter or a piezo-electric driven TFPI [6] .
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The schematic diagrams of the Hybrid FDML configuration implemented with polygon-grating filter and TFPI are shown in Figure 1a and b, respectively. The pump of the OPA is at the top of Figure 1 . First, the pump optical wavelength was generated at 1556nm by the tunable laser source. The light then passed through a phase modulator which was itself modulated by a pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) generator for stimulated Brillourin scattering (SBS) suppression [11] . The non-linear optical phenomenon, SBS, primarily limited the power level that could be launched into the highly non-linear fiber (HNLF). Afterwards, the pump went through two stages of EDFA amplification and then reached the HNLF for parametric amplification. A fiber Bragg grating (FBG) was used for attenuating the pump power in the cavity. The EDFA was placed after the TFPI for the hybrid FDML generation. The ~6km SMF fiber extended the cavity such that the round trip time of the light in the cavity was comparable to one period of the filter driving signal. The FDML effect was then generated by matching the sweeping period of the polygon-grating filter or the TFPI with one round-trip time of the light in the cavity. 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
FDML spectra generated using the individual one-pump OPA and the C-band EDFA are demonstrated in Figure 2a and b, respectively.
(a) (b) Figure 2 . (a) FDML spectrum using OPA alone (only one side of the gain spectrum was utilized to create FDML) (Resolution: 0.5nm), the spike at 1556nm is the pump; (b) FDML spectrum using only the C-band EDFA (Resolution: 0.5nm)
From Figure 2a and b, it can be observed that the power and bandwidth of both OPA and EDFA in FDML configuration are not sufficient for imaging applications. In Figure 2a , when only one side of the OPA gain spectrum was utilized, the bandwidth was ~10nm. In Figure 2b , when only EDFA was utilized, the uneven gain spectrum of the EDFA only generates ~10nm of usable FDML spectrum. Therefore, we proposed to combine these two amplifiers in the same cavity to generate a hybrid FDML effect with broadened overall operating bandwidth and better spectral shape. Figure 3a shows the FDML spectrum obtained when both the one-pump OPA and the C-band EDFA were utilized to generate the hybrid FDML effect. The pump power of the OPA was <2W. However, the setting depends on many factors such as the lengths of the HNLF and the erbium-doped fiber in the EDFA and should not be taken as an absolute requirement. In FDML operation the longer-wavelength side of the OPA gain spectrum compensated the spectral unevenness in of the EDFA, while the dip in the M-shaped one-pump OPA gain spectrum was reduced and partially filled by the EDFA gain spectrum. The resulting output power was also improved significantly as can be compared between Figure 2 and Figure 3a . Nearly every wavelength in the vicinity of the swept range experienced more than 10dB increase in output power.
The spectrum in Figure 3b was obtained when the polygon-grating filter driving frequency was detuned by ~300Hz. When the filter was not driven with the resonant frequency, the output power in the swept range decreased substantially. Figure 4a and b show the hybrid FDML spectrum implemented with the TFPI. Result shows that with TFPI, the spectrum generated contains more amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) and swept less bandwidth than the hybrid FDML implemented with the polygon-grating filter. Therefore, it may be more desirable to use polygon filters to implement such kind of setup. The previous parallel SOA configuration was designed to allow broader overall bandwidth [9] . Essentially the left side of the spectrum was dominated by one SOA and the right side by another. In our design, the series configuration showed similar performance and was much easier to setup FDML in a series configuration. The design of this new cavity included the placement of the EDFA after the polygon filter to generate the hybrid FDML. This was crucial because if the EDFA were put before the polygon filter and immediately after the OPA (see Fig. 1 ), the resulting spectrum would be much more discontinuous and exhibit lower output power. Interestingly, the left side of the spectrum would be dominated by EDFA gain and the right side would be dominated by OPA gain. It was observed that different wavelength regions of the resulting spectrum would conform to the shapes of the corresponding regions of the gain spectra of individual optical amplifiers with higher gain. In this case, on the left side of the pump, the EDFA gain was much stronger than OPA gain, resulting in the left side to be dominated by EDFA gain. Conversely, on the right side of the spectrum the OPA gain was much stronger, therefore the OPA gain dominated in the right part of the spectrum. This observation of spectral distribution based on amplifier power requires investigation and continues to be an active area of research within our group. Moreover, if the two SOAs in [9] were placed in series operation in the cavity, there may be absorption issues since part of their gain spectra overlaps. This would mean that some of electron energy levels would be the same resulting in absorption of photons in the latter SOA. In our cavity design of the cavity, this may be alleviated as the filter sweeps through individual wavelengths and therefore reduces the influence of one amplifier on the other, therefore allowing more output power.
Furthermore, a one-pump OPA was pursued in this proof-of-principle study. However, two-pump OPAs are readily available that could be used to generate a continuous flattened spectrum with wider bandwidth [10] or even polarization independent operation [12] . The versatile gain spectrum generation at arbitrary wavelength regions of OPA may enable its incorporation into any kind of hybrid FDML configuration with other complimentary type of optical amplifiers (e.g. SOA or Raman amplifiers), which further enhances the bandwidth and/or power of existing FDML laser systems.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a hybrid FDML laser that utilized distinct optical amplifiers to generate a "crossreinforcing" FDML spectrum. In this operation we observed significant improvements in the lasing characteristics including wider spectral bandwidth and higher output power when compared to the individual operation of the amplifiers. We believe that this configuration is not limited to only OPA or EDFA. Other optical amplifiers are currently being investigated (e.g. SOA or Raman amplifier) to complement individual deficiencies. Lasers with extended useable bandwidth and maximized output power are expected to be created from the hybrid FDML design for imaging use in modalities such as OCT.
We have also demonstrated that it is possible to operate in a FDML configuration through the implementation of an OPA. With the versatility of the center wavelength selection of an OPA and the wide bandwidth (possibly >400nm in other demonstrations [13] ), the use of an OPA in combination with additional optical amplifiers in a hybrid FDML configuration could be utilized to provide ultrahigh resolution OCT imaging.
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